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Raising money for equipment & materials for Special Needs therapists
and teachers in Colleton County Schools.

To Donate call Heather Davis at 843-542-5787
or



Raising money for equipment & materials for Special Needs therapists
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WHAT IS AUTISM?
Autism is a pervasive neuro-developmental condition which 
effects a person’s ability to communicate and interact with 
others. People with autism may have a difficult time un-
derstanding ‘typical’ social cues and social behaviors, and 
they may face challenges engaging with those around them 
— either by using words or non-verbal behaviors. Affecting 
1 in every 68 people in the United States, Autism is one of 
the fastest growing neurological conditions in the world. 
Although, due to the widespread emphasis on early detection 
and intervention, the condition is commonly associated with 
young children. While many young individuals with Autism 
(who have access services) learn to develop skills and 
strategies to address various challenges they face living in 
a predominantly neurotypical society, children with autism 
do, in fact, become adults with autism and do not simply 
“grow out” of the condition. Autism is a spectrum condition 
and manifests differently and to varying degrees in every 
individual.

WHAT ARE SIGNS OF AUTISM?
Although these are some of the most common signs and 
symptoms, please note that every individual on the autism 
spectrum is unique and manifests a different set of behaviors. 
As you may have noticed we frequently use the terms “may” 
“might” “frequently” “usually” quite a bit, in an effort to em-
phasize the individuality of the condition. As well, while many 
symptoms are common in both adults and children, others 
present themselves differently throughout the lifespan. 
• Delay and/or difficulty in learning language or lack of 

functional communication.
• Children on the autism spectrum disorder typically have 

some degree of impairment in communication. For 
example they may not respond to their name, initiate 
interaction with others, or demonstrate age-appropriate 
language development.

• Individuals with autism may often engage in repetitive 

body movements.
• Hand-flapping, tapping, spinning/rocking their body, or 

looking at things out of the corner of their eye.
• Marked impairments in interpreting and reciprocating 

non-verbal gestures.
• May demonstrate difficulties in identifying and interpret-

ing various facial expressions and body-language such 
as foot tapping, stares, discomfort, raised eyebrows, etc.

• May focus on restricted interests.
• This can include preoccupation with certain topics or 

having things a certain way—like wanting to learn 
everything about vacuum cleaners or lining things up in 
a certain order.

• Lack of interest or deficits in developing and maintaining 
peer appropriate relationships and delayed development 
of social skills.

• As stated, while some individuals on the spectrum prefer 
solitude, many desire to make friends, interact socially   
but may lack the functional ability to do so (aka hidden 
curriculum).

• Many people on the spectrum may appear shy, standoff-
ish, or unaware of those around them.

AUTISM ACROSS BORDERS
Autism looks different for every person and affects everyone 
differently—that’s why it’s called a “spectrum”. Autism may 
also be recognized differently in different cultures. While 
autism is a condition that affects all populations and coun-
tries at the same rate, sometimes social behaviors vary from 
culture to culture. For example, eye contact expectations are 
different from country to country. Lack of eye contact can be 
a common sign of autism in the United States, whereas other 
cultures might not notice it as much. Access to diagnostic 
tools and awareness of autism symptoms (like eye contact) 
can affect rates of autism in other countries, and service 
provision.
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 Jill and her mom stopped by Pruitt Health Care to visit her 
grandmother. Jill loves going to Pruitt to take her Nana chocolates and 
sweets. Jill stopped to give a treat to a little girl and her grandpa who 
were reading a book on her way to Nana’s room. The puzzle piece Jill 
was looking for was easy to find. 
 Jill also visits other residents at Pruitt when she is there. They tell 
the best stories about all the things they did when they were her age. 
She loves holding their hands and talking to them. Jill always blows kisses 
to everyone in the hallway as she leaves.
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 At the Bank of the Lowcountry, Jill and her mom made a loan 
payment and deposited money into Jill’s savings account. Jill’s mom 
trusts The Bank of the Lowcountry with all her financial needs and has 
been a customer for many years.  
 Ms. Natalie is one of Jill’s favorite tellers. She is always really 
helpful and nice. She gave Jill a red sucker. Red is Jill’s favorite color. Jill 
waved goodbye to Ms. Natalie as they left.
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 Once they were back in the car, Diana asked Jill if she would like 
to stop by The Colleton Museum to learn about Colleton County history. 
Jill was really excited to see all of the exhibits that the museum has on 
display.
 Jill discovered all kinds of neat things inside. Mr. Ian told Jill and her 
mom about some of the events they have at the museum. Jill can’t wait 
to go to them. Before leaving, they stopped by the Farmers Market. Jill 
picked out some fresh fruit she likes and Mom got the vegetables to 
cook with dinner.
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 Jill was getting really hungry, so her mom said it was time to stop 
for lunch. Jill’s favorite restaurant is Dukes Barbecue. Jill always takes a 
picture with the Dukes pig out front.
 They have a big buffet inside, and Jill has a lot to choose from. 
The barbecued pork, fresh potato chips and glass of sweet tea are 
great, but Jill’s favorite is the hush puppies. The food was so good that 
Jill wanted seconds and some banana pudding, too!
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 After Jill and her mom finished eating, they stopped by Sears 
Hometown Store. Jill’s mom needed a new washer and dryer set. The 
owner, Mrs. Teresa, showed them different brands with all kinds of 
different features. Mrs. Teresa’s granddaughter, Anna, was there, and 
Jill got to meet her.
 Mom really loved the set she picked out and was excited to try all 
the new money-saving features. Sears delivered them the next morning 
and even hauled off the old ones! Mom loved that!
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 Jill’s mom wanted to make a will, and her friend, who also has a 
special needs child, told her to see Attorney Wendi See at Southeastern 
Law. Ms. Wendi helps families with special needs loved ones plan for 
the future.
 They had an appointment at Ms. Wendi’s office on South 
Walter Street.  Jill really liked her.  Ms. Wendi was wearing jeans and 
a t-shirt, just like her Mom. Ms. Wendi knew all about SSI, Medicaid, 
ABLE accounts and special needs trusts. She answered all of Diana’s 
questions, and she left with a smile, feeling so relieved.
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 Diana heard the Easter bunny was going to be at the Veterans’ 
Victory House and wanted Jill to get a chance to visit with him and get 
her picture taken. Diana used to work at The Veterans’ Victory House. 
Jill was very excited as she waited in line for her turn. All the children 
were having so much fun, and Jill made three new friends. Mom had a 
great visit with her old friends while waiting.
 Jill can’t wait to take a photo with the Easter bunny again next 
year. Jill’s mom told her that the Veterans’ Victory House is an assisted 
living facility for all the people who served our country in the military. 
She said they would come back soon to visit some of the people she 
worked with and get a chance to talk to more of the veterans.
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 Jill’s mom stopped by Dixie Auto Parts to pick up some oil and a 
filter for her car. Jill’s dad is going to change the oil in her mom’s car 
tomorrow. 
 Diana wasn’t sure what type of oil and filter she needed. Mr. 
Geoff said that was no problem. He asked her mom some questions 
about her car and put everything she needed on the counter. Diana was 
very happy that Mr. Geoff was able to help her so quickly. 
 Jill made certain she found two puzzle pieces at Dixie Auto Parts 
and was allowed to take them with her.
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 The next stop was AutoGlass Masters in the big bright green 
building. A couple of days ago, a rock flew up and cracked Diana’s 
window. Mr. Mike at AutoGlass Masters called the insurance company 
and took care of the whole process. He was so helpful!
 While he was replacing the window in the car, Mr. Mike told Jill’s 
mom that she should go in and look around in Thrift Masters, the store 
that belongs to his wife, Ms. Sonya. 
 They decided to take a look around. They found a cute bedroom 
set for Jill at a really good deal and an oriental rug Mom wanted for 
the dining room. The color and size of the rug was perfect!  Jill’s dad is 
going to pick everything up tomorrow.
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 American Insurance, LLC, gave Diana a great quote on both life 
and health insurance. Ms. Teresa had already prepared the paperwork 
for her to sign. Jill looked around for the puzzle piece she knew would 
be there and finally found it.  
 Ms. Teresa and Ms. Sonny were really helpful to her mom when 
choosing the best plans. Jill enjoyed talking to Ms. Sonny about school 
and her favorite things to do, while her mom was finishing up the 
paperwork with Ms. Teresa. When Mom was finished, they waved 
goodbye to Ms. Teresa and Ms. Sonny and Jill told them she hoped she 
could come back to see them soon.
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 Next, Jill and her mom went to Lowcountry Equipment, LLC. Jill’s 
dad had a birthday coming up, and always wanted a Mahindra tractor. 
Jill and her mom were greeted by Ms. Stephanie and Mr. Phil when they 
walked in. 
 Mr. Phil took Jill and her mom around back to look at all the 
tractors. Her mom found the exact tractor that Jill’s dad wanted and 
bought it! Jill can’t wait to surprise her dad with his new tractor.
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 Even though it had been a very busy day already, Jill asked her 
mom if they could go to the Colleton County Memorial Library to get 
some books. Once they arrived, Mr. Carl told them about the summer 
reading programs coming up. Jill was really excited about this because 
she really loves to read.  
 She uses her imagination and pretends she is a character in 
all the books that she reads. Mr. Carl gave her and her mom all the 
information for the summer programs. Jill went and picked out some 
books to take home and used her library card to check them out. Jill 
can’t wait to start reading the books.
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 With only a few errands left to run, they went to PRTC next. 
Mom wanted a bundle package with high-speed internet, video, and 
home phone service. PRTC has great packages to fit any budget. Mom 
wasn’t sure what speed she needed for the internet but the friendly 
staff at the PRTC Retail store located at 292 Robertson Blvd helped us 
find the perfect speed for our household. 
 Everyone in the Tech Center was very helpful. After we made 
our selections, they set a time and date to come install their service. 
Before they left, Jill was able to find another puzzle piece and put it in 
her book bag with the others. 
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 When Jill and her mom returned to the car, her mom asked 
her if she was ready for her surprise now. They drove to The Edisto 
Serpentarium in Edisto Island. Jill couldn’t wait to go inside. A really nice 
lady greeted them at the counter. Her name was Ms. Brenda, and she 
told them all about the upcoming shows.
 Jill couldn’t wait to see the snake handling and crocodile feeding. 
Ms. Brenda explained to Jill that not all snakes are poisonous and they 
are very beneficial to the ecosystem. Like all reptiles, they serve a 
purpose. But she also told Jill to always be cautious of snakes and 
reptiles. Jill and her Mom really had a lot of fun looking at all the exhibits.
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 Jill told her mom she was really hot from all the walking around 
they had been doing and wanted to cool off. Her mom remembered that 
the Colleton County Recreation Department had just installed a new 
splash pad for children. The water felt really refreshing. She had so 
much fun playing with the other children.
 While they were there, her mom also signed up for a gym 
membership at the recreation department’s new facility. Jill’s mom said 
it was time to go, so she told all her new friends goodbye.
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 On the way back home, Jill’s mom needed to make one last stop 
at Foodland to shop for a few groceries.  Jill’s mom found everything 
she needed. They always shop at Foodland or H&D.  Ms. Lynette, their 
cashier, is always very nice to Jill. 
 Jill told Ms. Lynette about all the exciting places she had been with 
her mom while they were checking out. Jill said goodbye to Ms. Lynette. 
She was really tired after such a fun day and was yawning by the time 
they got back to the car.
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 On the way home, Jill thanked her mom for the great adventure! 
She collected all her puzzle pieces and couldn’t wait to get home to 
start putting them together!
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